In Prague, February 22, 2024

Ref. No.: UK3LF/2535/2024-9

DEAN’S PROVISION
No. 8/2024
On dates of the State examinations in the Academic Year 2023/2024

MASTER’S STUDY PROGRAM: GENERAL MEDICINE

Part of state final rigorous examination - State examination in Surgery
Place: will be specified

The alternative date:

29.4.2024

This order:
is effective upon issue: February 22, 2024
is valid until: April 30, 2024
obeys all internal regulations
will be published at official notice board, www.lf3.cuni.cz, VNS
was compiled by the Study Division – Bc. Isabela Honsová

prof. MUDr. Petr Widimský, DrSc.
děkan 3. LF